CLASSIFYING

Read the words in each row. Three of the words belong in a group. Print the word that does not belong.

1. bread, car, candy, soup  
   1. car

2. three, four arm, two  
   2. arm

3. blue, red, green, four  
   3. four

4. little, tall, big, cry  
   4. cry

5. table, pan, chair, desk  
   5. pan

6. plane, train, house, bus  
   6. house

7. dog, cat, car, mouse  
   7. car

8. coat, glove, moon, hat  
   8. moon

9. eyes, nose, shoe, mouth  
   9. shoe

10. sun, trunk, moon, star  
    10. trunk

11. tree, plant, ant, flower  
    11. ant

12. light, box, bag, sack  
    12. light